
 

2.7.1 Online Student Satisfaction Survey – December 2020 

A summary response of the SSR conducted in December 2020 for BBA and BCOM(H) Sem III and V 

students is presented below: 

Summary Report of Student Satisfaction Survey(Dec 2020) 
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BBA/B.COM(H) Student Satisfaction Survey
310 responses
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Name of the student

309 responses

Bhawna

Ankita

Akshat Jain

Bhavya Arora

Sakshi Saarsar

diya

Shrey jindal

Mehak gupta

Nikhil Shrivastava

Nidhi Bhargava

RAJAN UPADHYAY

Kartik mehta

Anag

Kartik Mutreja

Pranshu Gupta

Suvjit Patra

Ansh Jindal

Astha Gupta

Piyush Sethi

Prashant Prakash

Priyanka

Ashwin anil

Chirag Gupta

Pragya Bisht

Twinkle Gupta
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Madhav Gupta

Sudiksha Singhal

Vivek Kumar

Nimish hans

Priyanka Rijhwani

Ankush

Anisha Arora

Anshika Singh

Aryan Sharma

Kunal Choudhary

Nandini Bhardwaj

Tanya

DURDANA NASEER

Samkit Jain

Divya Nistala

Angela Pasricha

Devansh Dutta

ROHIT KUMAR

Vasu nagpal

Aditi Sharma

Adarsh Kumar Gupta

Anshiv Sharma

Anchal Agarwal

Kush Kumar Singh

Yaashu Garg

Ayan Ali

Porus Bisht
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Aditya Vashist

Akanksha Gupta

Vineet Kumar Rohilla

Jaanvi Arora

Divya Raj

Priyanshi Likhi

Divyanshu Singh

Ria Gupta

Khushboo Jhamb

Prachi Gautam

Khushi Katyal

Nikhil Gupta

Palak Kumar

Lekshmi M.S Pillai

Mansi Prakash

Ojasvi Sangwan

Muskaan Manocha

Garvit negi

Harsh Sharma

Parth Vyas

Gayatri

Srikant Swain

Ikshika Kothiyal

Tanu singh

Sukirti Nigam

Akash Agrawal

Hitesh Arora
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Yashika grover

Ritik Sareen

Prabhat Kataria

Ipsita

Naina Popli

Tanya Jaiswal

Mayank Nanda

SEJAL GUPTA

Varun dass

Vanshika

Puru Dalwani

Jaijeet

Hrithik Negi

Meet Bhuddi

Annu grover

Aditya lohia

Ankit Panthri

PRADHYUM NAGAR

Sagar Gupta

Shubhangi Goel

Kanishka Gogia

208 more responses are hidden
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Age

306 responses

Copy

18 19 20 20 years 21 22
0

50

100

150

13 (4.2%)13 (4.2%)13 (4.2%)

107
(35%)

136
(44.4%)

2 (0.7%)2 (0.7%)2 (0.7%)

42
(13.7%) 6 (2%)6 (2%)6 (2%)
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Enrollment No.

305 responses

02814101719

02514101719

03814101719

02314101719

00714101719

01914188818

00814188818

40314188818

02214188818

03014101719

41414188818

00114188818

40514188818

02614188818

03514188818

00414188818

00514188818

41214188818

03114101719

02714188818

00924588817

05014101719

41514188818

01914101719

35124501717
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35524588818

04224588818

35314101718

02824588818

00424588818

00514101718

42025501718

GN002

41124588818

03514101719

40124588818

01014188818

50114188818

01014101718

00324588818

35524501719

02914101718

35624588818

35124588818

40824588818

Gn001

00214188818

01624588818

04324588818

00214101719

35414188818

50114101718
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00224588818

04114101718

35114101719

01114101718

40814188818

35224501718

03024588818

01224588818

02614101718

01424588818

02224588818

02624588818

01614188818

02114101718

02414188819

41214101718

00414188819

01114188818

02414101718

35114188819

03014188819

01714101719

03714101718

03824588819

00924588819

50124501718

02624588819
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02814188818

04314188819

01214101719

03724588819

35925501719

00614188819

01314101719

01614188819

O4525588819

01924588819

00124588819

03414188819

00224588819

02014188819

04014188819

00324588817

01824588819

02324588819

01424588819

03414101718

03024588819

205 more responses are hidden
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Shift

308 responses

Copy

3rd morning
2

5th Sem (Morni…
E

Eveining
Evening shift

M
Morning (1st)

Morning Shift
Second

0

50

100

150

200

1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)2 (0.6%)2 (0.6%)2 (0.6%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)2 (0.6%)2 (0.6%)2 (0.6%)5 (1.6%)5 (1.6%)5 (1.6%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)

111 (36%)111 (36%)111 (36%)

1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)3 (1%)3 (1%)3 (1%)

152 (49.4%)152 (49.4%)152 (49.4%)

1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)6 (1.9%)6 (1.9%)6 (1.9%)5 (1.6%5 (1.6%5 (1.6%
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Course

308 responses

BBA

Bba

Bcom hons

Bcom h

Bcom(H)

B.com

BBA

Bcom

B.COM (H)

bba

Bcom (H)

B.COM(H)

B.com (hons.)

Bcom(h)

B.com(H)

B.Com (H)

Bcom Hons

B.com(h)

Bcom hons.

Bba

B.com (Hons)

Bcom

B.com(hons)

Bcom (h)

B.com(Hons)
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B.Com(H)

B.com (h)

BCOM HONS

Bcom(hons)

B. Com

B.com (H)

B.com H

Bcom hon

B.com(hons)

BBA 3rd semester

B.Com(Hons.)

B.Com Hons

Bcom V

B. Com hons

B. Com Hons

Bcom hnrs

B. Com hons

BCom (Hons) 5th

BCOM(H)

B.com hons

bcom h

Bcom(Hons.)

BBA lll

B.com (H.)

B.com (h) 5th semester

B.COM

B. Com (H)
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B.Com(hons.)

Bcom hons.

bcom honours

B.com Hons 5th

BCOM HONS.

Bba III

B.com.

B.Com.(H)

BCOM (H)

BCom (h)

BCom (Hons) III Morning

B. Com (h)

Bcom (hons)

Bcom sem 2

Bb2

BCom(h)

B com H

Bachelor in Business Administration (BBA)

BBA 3

BCOM HONS

B.com honours

b.com (H)

B.com (Hons.)

B.Com (Honors)

BCOM(H) 3rd Semester

BCom honours

B.Com(Hons)
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bcom

Bcom hons

B.com(h)

B.Com.(hons.)

B.Com (H) 5th Sem

BBA Vth semester

Bcom(hons.)

BBA 5th sem

Bcom Hons.

BCom H. (Sem 3)

Bcom hons 5th

Bcomh

Bcom honors

Bcom(hons)

B.comm(hons)

BcomH

Bcom(H) - V

B.com 5

B.com hons.

B. Com hons.

BCOM (h)

26 more responses are hidden
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1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?  

306 responses

2. How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?

309 responses

3. How well were the teachers able to communicate?

309 responses

4. The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as

309 responses

Copy

85 to 100%
70 to 84%
55 to 69%
30 to 54%
Below 30%

14.4%

81.7%

Copy

Thoroughly
Satisfactorily
Poorly
Indifferently
Won’t teach at all

61.8%

32.7%

Copy

Always effective
Sometimes effective
Just satisfactorily
Generally ineffective
Very poor communication

18.4%
37.5%

39.8%

Copy

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

23%

7.4%

29.4%

39.5%
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5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers.

309 responses

6. Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?

308 responses

7. The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange, field visit opportunities for students.

308 responses

8. The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you
in cognitive, social and  emotional growth.

308 responses

Copy

Always fair
Usually fair
Usually unfair
Unfair

43%

53.4%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

20.1%

8.1%

9.1%

22.1%

40.6%

Copy

Regularly
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

19.5%

13%
26.9%

34.7%

Copy

Significantly
Very well
Moderately
Marginally
Not at all

19.5%

26.3%

42.9%
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9. The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.

309 responses

10. Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and programme  outcomes.

309 responses

11. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to
you.

309 responses

12. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications.

309 responses

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

19.1%

30.1%

44%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

19.4%

42.1%

28.8%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
I don’t have a mentor

14.9%

38.5%

38.2%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

9.7%

43.7%

44.7%
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13. The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with
providing right level of  challenges.

308 responses

14. Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to
overcome them.

308 responses

15. The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring,
review and continuous  quality improvement of the teaching learning
process.

307 responses

Copy

Fully
Reasonably
Partially
Slightly
Unable to

11%

20.5%

37.7%

25%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

21.1%

7.5%

21.8%

39%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

20.5%

26.1%

46.3%
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16. The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as
experiential learning, participative  learning and problem solving
methodologies for enhancing learning experiences.

307 responses

17. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities.

305 responses

18. Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life
skills and employability  skills to make you ready for the world of work.

306 responses

19. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while  teaching.

308 responses

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

16.9%

47.9%

27%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

18%

43.6%

29.5%

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

9.2%

20.6%

37.9%

30.4%

Copy

Above 90%
70 – 89%
50 – 69%
30 – 49%
Below 29%

11.7%36%

43.5%
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20. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is
very good.

307 responses

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

24.8%

25.4%

45.6%
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21. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience  in your institution.

71 responses

Nothing.

None

Use white and black boards for explaining the question or a diagram , use of projectors will be
of efficient use to us and so on .

Give more illustrations

Teachers should illustrate the concepts with the help of examples

Interactive modules
More internship
Assignment

More interaction

More practical approaches are required, should encourage students in extra curricular
activities and train them rather than filtering students out on the basis of prior experience,
more examples from real world, applications from real world are needed, making students
participate in various activities rather than just sending students whom teachers know.

There are just too many students in online class to pay attention to.

No suggestions everything is fine

Should Be given more and better opportunity for internships or jobs

Everything is good there is no need to change anything

1. Counselling sessions for weaker students.
2. More effectiveness is needed for providing job offers through emails, for eg whatsapp
groups should be made for interested students for any company and things should be clearly
discussed there rather than just email communications .
3. Faculty is overall very experienced and dedicated towards teaching.

Nil

There can be more of a quiz round

According to my experience Teachers make so much efforts for us and they always there for
us whenever we need any help.

1. Sometimes the teachers lack knowledge about the certain subject/topic. Moreover some
teachers are just having a one sided communication just recites for the sake of completion of
syllabus.
2.there is a lack of student teacher understanding sometimes .
3. Overall teaching is good.

1.Discussion of previous year paper should be more frequent.
2.More focus should be on practical application of concepts along with the theoretical
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concepts by giving more examples.

College should open it is enough for us to stay at home
Our college must open it has been to long

Our college can be opened for students
From next month

1) There need to be some follow ups after giving assignment
2) Mostly assignment should be done in class only for the better interaction

No suggestions, our teachers put all of their efforts to make the lecture effective for us.

First of all institute should provide their staff a good broadband connection as there are
several cases where either teachers are having internet issues or very poor audio/video quality.
Second would be that staff should be trained how to conduct and operate online classes
through the required app which half of them fails.

1) Giving more real life examples to help the students understand more effectively.

2) More questioning the students about topics already taught in the class.

3) Simplifying the textbook content by teachers so that each and every child understands the
topics clearly.

1: try to do more practical’s in class

1. Students should be provided with more opportunities to intern and gain first hand
experience of the business world.
2. There should be a wide array of Placement opportunities for students who wish to work
after graduation
3. Teachers should help students more with soft skills

They should focus more on giving practical knowledge rather than just theoretical knowledge.

They should also encourage students to participate in extra curricular activities.

Teachers should keep the students well informed about everything. Some teachers don’t even
respond to our queries.
There should be interactive classes to help students gain knowledge about the real world.
Teachers usually don’t bother talking about things apart from the syllabus.

1. Focusing on improvement of knowledge and skills rather than just scoring marks
2. More interactive sessions
3. Smaller batch size

1. More course related books to be provided by book bank.

1.) Overall teachers did their best except in 1-2 subjects .
2.)Practical subjects should be taught seriously like other main subject because I think
computer based practical subject have also equivalent use like other subjects in corporate
world.

More extra classes , more quiz

We want more internships and placement opportunities
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There should be strong coordination between teachers and administration, because it does not
feel that there is coordination for example we students are saying that we need books to study,
books shall be provided at the beigning of the sem and we get the books before 1 month of
exam and whenever there are any notice that are issued by university it shall also cleared
immideatly.
While there is online class evaluating the learning process is hard but in some class we just
cant hear the voice of teacher those who give class other than zoom. They didnt even
complete the whole syallabus
As soon govt give guildlines to open school there should be immideate effect to this because
overall online classes are 40% effective.
Revision classes shall be increased and doubt session shall be made more effective by giving
for examples in practical

Teachers should also relate the subject with current affairs.
Sports should also be promoted in the institution.

More activities related to the subjects,

Should focus more on Practical skills

1) teachers should communicate with students properly
2) students feedback after class
3) proper attention to each and every student

More effective online classes, completion of syllabus properly and better study material to be
provided at the right time

Nothing special

Nothing

Teacher gave their best in teaching us

No

No suggestions right now. Everything is fine.

The teachers, their skills and knowledge are outstanding , the methods are also good but
sometimes the control may get lose as more active participation by everyone would be nice.

Much friendly interactive, solve the doubt at the moment,

1. Majority of teachers have great teaching and communicating skills, they use real life
example to explain the topics but there are some teachers who sometimes don't even know
about the topics they are preaching or it might be because of online mode of teaching or lack
of explanatory skills.

Teachers should relate topics taught in the subjects with real life examples.
There should also be occasional general discussions in the class about topics related to
businesses,politics, sports etc which would make the class more interesting and engaging for
the students.

More club formations
Providing more opportunities for practical learning experience
Focusing on providing knowledge regarding technical skills

No suggestion
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1.Some teachers don't even know how to teach properly they just come read and go.
2. There is very little interactive classes
3. HEFTY FEES IS CHARGED WITHOUT PROVIDING ANY SATISFACTORY FACILITIES, ITS NOT
POST LOCKDOWN BEFORE ALSO FACILITIES NEVER DID THE JUSTICE TO THE HUGE AMOUNT
TAKEN FROM US

offline teaching is more effective than online classes

I have only one suggestion from my side that some teacher teach in only English language..it
would be better if you teach with mix hindi and english i.e, Hinglish.. because you don't know
what is the background of the student.

All good

I have no trust this college my life is spoiled

Using the more student interactive approach.
Not only focus on bookish learning and syllabus completion but also focus on what students
exactly need.
To provide with all the study materials and other instructions with utmost clarity.

Improve teaching style
Observe every student
Be frank with students

Give students recording of video lectures

Teachers should focus on every student and understand their weak points.

Teachers should be more polite while teaching.
Teaching in hindi and english combined would be appreciated
And please one assignment at a time.
Please teach us at a fast pace.(some of em are really slow)
Please make us write notes while teaching.
More examples please
Thank you

More practical

i) should focus more on moral and ethical values more
ii) Should include more students from diverse economic background.

No need for improvement

1. More activity based learning.
2.More interactions.
3. More of group activities.

Teaching in our marketing management was very poor didn’t understand any thing and take
too much time to explain any topics

I don't have any issues with the faculty or thier teaching style. The thing is that i haven't heard
of a institute like this which doesn't give any facilities whether it is AC or water coolers they are
installed but doesn't work . And yeah they charge extra fees of which they don't give proper
notice.

.
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Neutral

Not just the bookish things but practical industrial knowledge should be provided.

1. Work on student weakness .
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